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PRESS RELEASE 
Actuarial Association of Europe publishes AAE Discussion Paper  

“Actuaries and Operational Risk Management” 
 

 
Brussels, 19 January 2021:  

 

The Actuarial Association of Europe (AAE) announces the publication of a paper titled “Actuaries and 

Operational Risk Management”. This paper explores the skills and techniques that actuaries can bring 

to operational risk management. It also explores how operational risk fits into insurer own risk and 

solvency assessments and pension fund own risk assessments. 

 

Malcolm Kemp, chairperson of the AAE Risk Management Committee and chairperson of the working 

group that prepared this paper comments: 

 

“Actuaries play a leading role in risk management in the financial sector. I am very pleased to see the 

publication of this paper by the Actuarial Association of Europe, highlighting contributions that 

actuaries can make in the field of operational risk management. The paper explores what skills are of 

most use to actuaries working in this field. It also discusses how to capture the wisdom of experts, 

what quantitative techniques are most commonly applied to operational risk measurement and 

management, stress testing disciplines, how best to cope with limited data and how best to set 

operational risk appetites and limits.”  

 
 

- End of press release - 
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